MANAGED ANTI-SPAM

Reducing the Cost of Defense
for Your Business

Key Features
Enterprise Class Solution
Encompassing more than just anti-spam, this
solution also provides anti-virus protection
No Email Delays
In stream filtering means all email is scanned in
real-time while other solutions save the email first
and then scan it which takes too much time
Simple Configuration
Flexible configuration options allow you to
determine what constitutes spam. Personalized
white lists, blacklists and rules can be set up and
changed via a web interface
Comprehensive Reporting
A wide range of detailed reports provide you
visibility of the volume of email and type of threats
so you can see your business is being constantly
protected
Scans Outbound Emails
An optional add-on is for outbound emails to be
checked against known phishing sites to protect
your business user from inadvertently propagating
a virus or replying to a malicious email

Think Spam is just a nuisance? It’s also the most
effective way to transmit a virus!
The volume of spam being sent today is astounding. In the tens of trillions of
emails per year. Junk filters do a good job, but by then it could already be too
late. Compuland believes it’s better to stop that email from ever reaching your
network, because the best way to fix a problem is to stop the problem from
ever happening. Once the unwanted email gets to your network, all it takes is
one careless click and your business could be compromised.
For less than a cup of coffee, Compuland Managed Anti-spam service prevents
all unwanted email, spam and viruses from ever reaching your network. Giving
your business the continual protection needed to stay on top of this ever
present and evolving threat.

Benefits of a Managed Anti-virus solution
 Increase Productivity and Reduce Operating Costs at the Same Time!


Threats facing SMBs today:








Email Spam
Malware
Email worms
Network viruses
Spyware
Data theft
Phishing attacks

80% of all e-mail traffic is Spam.
The number one vector for virus
delivery to the desktop is e-mail.






If every employee used only 5 minutes a day deleting unwanted e-mails,
how much time would your organization waste in a month? Think about the
total cost associated to that wasted time. Take your time back and save your
company money!
Fully Managed Solution for Less Than Any Competitive Offering
We understand the overhead and threat spam creates for your business and
users. Let someone who knows what they are doing setup and manage your
email perimeter for you. You will not find a more cost effective per mailbox
solution.
Protect Your Company’s Critical Assets and Information
Stop email threats before they ever get to your network.
A Flexible Solution
We can set up your various email filters, or if you prefer, you can have
control over what gets through and what is spam. We offer the appropriate
security for any size of company and network. And setting it up takes
minutes.
Comprehensive Reporting
Regular reports identify the volume and types of email being filtered, giving
you the benefit of seeing where email is coming from and how many threats
you have avoided. It is satisfying to know that you are safe!

Why Our Clients Choose Our Managed Anti-spam Solution

z

Spam, once onto the desktop,
leaves your entire business at the
mercy of the employee doing the
right thing.

Other Anti-spam Software:

Managed Anti-spam:

 Store and forward introduces
delays in delivery of emails
 Only filters inbound emails not
outbound which could cause your
company to be blacklisted
 Only quarantines email on a
group basis not on an individual
employee basis
 Complex and expensive licensing
models

 No delay in email delivery, scans
in real-time
 Stores received email should your
email server go offline
 Applies filters to all outbound
email to prevent your users from
sending on malicious email
 Priced per mailbox
 Managed by experts

Features
Hosted Anti-spam filtering
Hosted Anti-virus filtering
Single quarantine per organization
Quarantine per User
Business continuity access via Web
(mail server outage)
Conforms to Internet RFCs for spam
processing
Outbound spam filtering
End-user definable spam filtering
rules
Supported by our Network
Operations Center
Cost

Other Anti-spam
Included
Included
Not all
Not all
Not all

Managed Anti-spam
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included

Not all

Included

Not all
Not all

Optional
Included

No

Included

$12 per mailbox
per year

Compuland will
lower your current
credit

Compuland Managed Anti-spam service protects your business and
employees with round the clock detection and defense against targeted
attacks. Can you afford not to?
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mark@compuland.ie
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